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Background

• CORPME (Colegio de Registradores de la Propiedad, Mercantiles y Bienes Muebles de España) is a Public
Law Corporation linked to the Ministry of Justice of Spain, comprised of all Public Registrars in Spain.
• The Spanish Business Registrars were entrusted with the Issuance and management of the LEI in Spain, as
early as in 2014 in capacity of Pre-LOU, with CORPME becoming a fully GLEIF-Accredited Local Operating
Unit (LOU) in January 2018. CORPME currently manages around 105.000 LEIs
• CORPME established itself as a Certification Service Provider (CSP) by legal mandate in 2001, setting up its
own PKI which issues Qualified Digital Certificates under two separate hierarchies : Internal: for Registrars
and Registration-related services and procedures; and external: for business administrators, legal
professionals , practitioners and public servants.
• CORPME is an eIDAS Trust Service Provider and collaborates, by agreement, with various CSP’s in Spain.
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Digital Identity and Legal Entity Identification
• Digital Certificates (but also other DLT based digital identity solutions) and LEIs aim at solving the
fundamental question of “Who am I dealing with on Public Communication Networks?” (The Internet).
• To provide reasonable answers to that question, clear and generally accepted standards are required. Digital
Certificates need to rely on sound technical standards, operational procedures and verification mechanisms,
sanctioned by legislation and institutions, in order to create trust and ensure that declarations, acts and
contracts conducted by electronic means, produce their intended legal effects.
• The LEI provides market participants on financial markets (although not limited to) with an easily accessible
pool of Legal Entity Identifiers with associated standardized and highly trustworthy reference data.
• Digital Certificates and the LEI allow for multiple secure applications in the fields of Regulatory Compliance,
Reporting and the Digital Economy.
With LEI-Data embedded in Digital Certificates, regulatory filings and reports become more secure and
trustworthy, linking reliably validated organizational data published by GLEIF, with a legally binding and
technically indisputable assurance of the identity of Company Officers and other Professionals responsible for
such reports.
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End to End Digital Identity and Entity Identification: Our Vision.
• The Business Register, as an Institution, provides Legal Certainty to the Marketplace by Recording and
Disclosing legal and financial data of Businesses, Entrepreneurs and other Entities engaging in Economic
Activity.
• The Business Register contains exhaustive Registration Information about Legal Entities which includes (but
amply exceeds) that linked to Legal Entity Identifiers (both Level 1 &2). The Business Register also records
and discloses the identity and faculties of Administrators and other empowered individuals representing
companies.
• The Business Register receives every year more than 1.3 million Accounts Deposits with the Regulatory
Reports of Spanish Companies, with nearly 100% of them being digitally submitted in XBRL format. All these
deposits are publicly accesible and downloadable.
• The Business Register validates reference data linked to LEIs managed by LOU-CORPME. The LEI Code is
recorded in the Company Sheet of the Business Register and it is part of an Entity’s Registry Record.
• The Business Register also serves as RA (Registration Authority) for the issuance of Digital Certificates to
(among other applicants) company Administrators. The existence and extent of the empowerment of the
Administrator is checked at the Registry Books at the time of Issuing the Digital Certificate, and the
subsistence of the Certificate of Authorized Representative is linked to the subsistence of the Authorization
itself: if an Administrator is removed, or resigns, (which enters the BR) the Digital Certificate is revoked.
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Why End to End?
• When a Registered Company applies for an LEI the Reference Data (the Official Truth) is already in the
Registry Books. Validation of RD is conducted (and signed for) by a Business Registrar providing full legal
assurance of accuracy and validity. The LEI then becomes a Registered “datum”.
• Administrators of Registered Companies may also apply for a Digital Certificate enabling them to represent
the Company online, completing the Registration Process (ID check) at the Business Register Office.
• Since 2014, although in an asystematic manner (no standards were effective until recently), Digital
Certificates issued to the Representatives of Registered Companies holding an LEI, had LEI Data embedded.
This will be done henceforth in accordance with ISO/ETSI Standards, allowing multiple systems and
applications to make use of such data.
• CORPME collaborates with other CSP’s in Spain, by agreement, allowing the consultation in the BR of
Representatives Faculties prior to issuing them Digital Certificates, and also linking the validity of the
Certificate to the Subsistence of the Empowerment of the Administrator. We are currently working with the
largest public CSP in Spain, with millions of Digital Certificates issued to Authorized Representatives of
Companies, to embed LEI-Data in their qualified digital certificates and seals portfolios.
• An Authorized Representative of a Registered Company holding an LEI and endowed with a Digital
Certificate, is now able to fully represent a Legal Entity in the Digital Domain, with full legal effects on both
the public and the private spheres.
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Some Use-cases.

• Depositing Accounts or complying with Regulatory Filings or Reporting Duties (ESMA…) by using Digital
Certificates with embedded LEI-Data, greatly increases legal certainty and accountability of the responsible
parties creating a more trustworthy Compliance Ecosystem, where everyone can rest assured of who is who,
who owns whom, who represents whom and in what capacity.
• KYC and onboarding processess in the private sector can be greatly streamlined by combining LEI
information (backed by the Business Register) with Digital Certificates of Authorized Representative.
Presently, to open a corporate bank account a whole set of documentation (incorporation deeds, proxy, ID of
the Representative etc) must be supplied to the Bank. This becomes innecesary (mostly) with a reliable LEI
issued under stringent procedures and a Digital Certificate which guarantees that the person intervening is
indeed (at the time) the Authorized Representative of the Customer Company.
• Conducting Electronic Transactions, even cross-border, becomes a lot easier when simply by providing a
Digitally Signed Contract, the counterparty can rest assured of the Legal Information of the Entity it is doing
business with, and that the person representing that entity is entitled to do so in a legally binding manner.
Financial transactions, International Trade, E-Commerce, Logistics, Insurance… all these sectors would
benefit from the Trust and Legal Certainty made possible by combining LEI and Digital Certificates (under
best practices).
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Brief Reference to Self-Sovereign Identity
• DLT based Self-Sovereign Identity Schemes have been proposed, and explored, as an alternative to the use of
Digital Certificates in Financial Reporting/Filings.
• The Decentralized nature of Blockchains, with increased resilience, pervasiveness and absence of Single
Points of Failure, comes at the expense of an independent institutional control and validation of what is
recorded “on-chain”. In the end, Trusted Third Parties and Government Agencies responsible for ascertaining
the accuracy, truth and validity of Credentials, are traded for mere declarations of private parties channelled
through a technological “community-based” platform which equally relies on private intermediaries and
technological enablers who in the digital realm respond to no one but themselves.
• These Identification schemes still lack Legal Recognition in many Countries (Spain is one of them) and
therefore, and for the time being, cannot be used in the Public Sphere until European and National
Regulations are passed and enacted.
• Digital Verifiable Credentials, although useful in the context of Business Processes, cannot prove that a
person is the Authorized Representative of a Company with capacity to legally bind the latter in acts,
contracts and procedures. Cryptographic Algorithms and Distributed Computing may prove that the
credential was validly issued and that it has not been altered or revoked by the same party that issued it (the
organization) but it absolutely cannot prove that the person behind a DVC is indeed the person
Acknowledged by the State (according to what is recorded in the BR) to represent a Company, and that such
Authorization has not been revoked.
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Thank you for your attention!.
manuel.lorenzo@corpme.es
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